**C2 Pipeline Highlights**

**Program Advocacy**

**Lights On After School:**
- The WSU C² Pipeline centers participated in “Lights On After School” on October 26, 2017, and the results were amazing! Students facilitated creative awareness events at their sites and even created crafts and posters which were displayed during the Lights on Afterschool event at their C² Pipeline centers (see C² Pipeline Facebook).

**The Science of Alcohol**
- University High participated in a special event that involved collaborating with the Ferndale Police Department and MADD. This event was scheduled in order to bring awareness to drunk driving and public safety. The parking lot of UHS will display a model car of the consequences of drunk driving through Spring of 2018.

**WSU C² Pipeline S.T.E.M. Lab**

Website: C²Pipeline.wayne.edu/STEM-Lab

STEM Lab Interest Form: STEM Innovation

Location: 5000 Gullen Mall, #133, Detroit, MI 48202

The STEM Lab hosted this year's first STEM Fest in October. C² Students and family members took part in Halloween themed chemistry activities. If you don't want to miss out on future STEM Fests, make sure that your Site Coordinator has your email address!

**WSU C² Pipeline & Exploring General Session**

Wayne State C² Pipeline is introducing Exploring activities to general session during afterschool programming! These hands-on activities have a foundation in STEM and consist of various subject categories such as: Engineering & Technology, Health Care, Social Services, Business, and Science. Students will be introduced to these new and creative activities that are designed to engage them and challenge them to explore new concepts.

**C² Pipeline Student of the Month**

Courtney Martin
Clintondale High School
Courtney is a junior in high school that has been a part of C² Pipeline since his freshman year. He has an interest in the arts as well as business and entrepreneurship. Courtney aspires to operate his own business in the future. As a C² Pipeline student, he has always been willing to try new activities and explore subjects within STEM.

**C² Pipeline Parent of the Month**

Mrs. Wyatt
Clintondale High School
Mr. Wyatt is a WSU C² Pipeline parent that has contributed to the C² Pipeline community alongside her son Elijah Mohammad. In addition to staying informed about the program, Mrs. Wyatt often acts as an ambassador for C² by spreading awareness of the positive impact of the program.

**C² Pipeline Staff of the Month**

DeJanae Douglas
Wayne State C² Pipeline
‘DJ’ Douglas is a WSU C² Pipeline site coordinator at University High School. DJ has displayed herself as a model mentor in her efforts to introduce students to new skills and opportunities. She has coordinated events with the Ferndale Police Department and local brand managers in order to encourage students to make responsible decisions and inform them on business topics.
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C2 Pipeline students at Southfield A & T experience their first field trip of the year at Erwin’s Orchard. Students enjoyed cider and donuts in addition to the open orchard landscape.

C2 Pipeline students at Eastpointe High School host and celebrate a ‘Lights On Afterschool’ event during afterschool programming.

Firefighter, US Army Reserve, and Iota Phi Theta chapter member Eric Henry allows C2 Pipeline students to try on his firefighter uniform during the afterschool program at University High.

Michigan Collegiate High School students celebrate with their ‘Light On Afterschool’ bottles and posters!

UPCOMING C^2 PIPELINE EVENTS

NATIONAL STEM DAY

C^2 Pipeline Centers will be celebrating “National STEM Day”! This day is meant to showcase STEM based activities and how they benefit students’ academic and creative abilities.

November 6th, 2017
At C^2 Pipeline Centers

WSU COMMUNITY APPLE DAYS

All C^2 Pipeline Centers will be attending “WSU Community Apple Days”! This is a career exploration event in which students are exposed to careers within the Pharmacy & Health Science discipline.

November 15th, 2017
At Eugene Applebaum College of Pharmacy & Health Sciences
259 Mack Ave, Detroit, MI 48201
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